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Decision support systems often rely on a mathematical decision model al-
lowing the comparison of alternatives and the selection of a proper solution. In
the field of Multicriteria Decision Making, an aggregation function is often used
to synthesize the different evaluations of each alternative into an aggregated
value representing its overall utility. The aggregation function must be suffi-
ciently expressive to efficiently approximate the decision maker’s preferences in
human decision support, or simulate a prescribed decision behavior in automated
decision systems. This explains the diversity of decision models available in the
literature but also the increasing interest for sophisticated parameterized models
such as the Choquet integral [32, 14] which enables the representation of complex
preferences and includes many other models as special cases (e.g. leximin and
lexicographic aggregators [11], the Ordered Weighted Average operator [38], and
Weighted Ordered Weighted Average [34]).

To make use of such models, one needs to assess the model parameters in
order to fit to the decision maker’s preferences. Most of the previous work on
the elicitation of Choquet integral parameters consider a static database of pref-
erence statements, and focus on the determination of the parameters that best
fit to the available database (e.g. [16, 26, 27, 13, 15]) for instance by minimizing a
quadratic error. However, these approaches require a relatively large number of
preference statements to model the decision maker’s behaviour accurately which
are not always possible to obtain. Preference elicitation with limited available in-
formation is a crucial task in many application domains, including recommender
systems and interface customization [28]. Departing from these standard ap-
proaches, we consider incremental elicitation methods based on the minimax
regret which is a decision criterion that has been advocated as a means for ro-
bust optimization in the presence of data uncertainty [21] and has been used for
decision making with utility function uncertainty [5, 31, 6]. The general principle
of this approach is to iteratively ask questions to the decision maker so as to
reduce the set of possible parameters until the preferred alternative can be de-
tected with some guarantees (as given by the minimax regret). This elicitation
approach enables limiting the decision maker’s burden as preference information
is only required to discriminate between alternatives (not to assess the model
parameters). Incremental elicitation methods have been proposed for the simple
case of linear utilities but have never been studied for Choquet Integrals. This
constitutes the first challenging issue considered during my PhD.
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Incremental elicitation of Choquet Integrals. Adapting the incremental
elicitation approach used for linear functions to the case of Choquet integrals is
not straightforward. In the linear case, the selection of new preference queries
requires multiple linear programs to be solved, but these problems become sig-
nificantly more difficult when considering a Choquet integral. More precisely,
the Choquet integral’s parameters take the form of a capacity, i.e. a monotonic
function defined on the power set of criteria which enables the control of the
importance attached to all subsets of criteria, and possibly positive or negative
synergies between criteria. Thus the number of parameters to assess is exponen-
tial in the number of criteria. As a consequence, the nature of the Choquet inte-
gral’s parameters induces an exponential number of optimization variables and
an exponential number of constraints over these variables in the linear programs
considered in this elicitation scheme. First, we have proved that, by focusing on
a specific type of queries involving binary profiles versus constant profiles, the
optimization problems to be solved can be simplified to problems admitting only
a linear number of variables and constraints. Then, using the constraint graph
associated with these simplified linear programs, we have proposed an iterative
procedure to solve these optimization problems in polynomial time (instead of
using linear programming); our iterative procedure reduces computation times
by around five orders of magnitude. Finally, we tested “the query selection strat-
egy” which consists of selecting the question that is the most informative in the
worst-case scenario of answers and we observed that it enables the detection of
the preferred option without asking too many questions. This work has been ac-
cepted for publication in the last European Conference on Artificial Intelligence
and honored to receive the ECAI’14 Best Student Paper award [4].

The next step was to consider decision situations where the decision space
is very large, which is often the case in recommender systems where the pos-
sible alternatives can be thousands. Elicitation on combinatorial domains is a
challenging issue that recently motivated several contributions in various con-
texts, e.g. in constraint satisfaction problems [6], in Markov Decision Processes
[30, 36], in stable matching problems [10] and in multiattribute spaces [12, 7, 20].
We consider decision spaces defined implicitly as the set of possible solutions
of a multiobjective combinatorial optimization problem. In standard interactive
methods for multicriteria decision support, preference elicitation methods con-
sists in iterating the generation of a feasible instance of the parameters and the
computation of the corresponding optimal solution, until the decision maker is
satisfied with the latter solution (e.g. [39, 35]). However, this elicitation approach
does not guarantee that the final solution is actually the best alternative for the
decision maker since the final instance of the model parameters does not neces-
sarily fit to the decision maker’s preferences. We proposed instead to combine
search for possibly optimal solutions and elicitation in order to reduce the uncer-
tainty over the model parameters during the resolution so as to more focus the
search while determining a necessary optimal solution. A possibly (resp. neces-
sary) optimal solution is an option that is optimal for some (resp. all) parameters
compatible with our knowledge about the decision maker’s preferences. We need
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first to propose efficient search procedures for the determination of all possibly
optimal solutions given a set of feasible parameters, and then to design elici-
tation methods reducing the set of feasible parameters during the search while
ensuring the determination of a necessary optimal alternative at the end of the
resolution. So far, we have considered the two following multiobjective combina-
torial optimization problems : multiobjective state space search and multicriteria
spanning tree problem. In order to address one difficulty at a time, we have first
considered the case of linear utilities and then Choquet Integrals.

Multiobjective State Space Search. Consider a state space graph endowed
with q evaluation criteria, i.e. q cost functions to be minimized (e.g. time, dis-
tance, energy, risk). Each path is therefore valued by a cost vector and preferences
over paths are inherited from the preference over their cost vectors. Preference
over cost vectors are defined using a linear aggregation function fω defining the
overall cost (or disutility) fω(x) attached to any cost vector x, where ω is a
vector of preference parameters representing the relative importance of criteria.
We want to find a path from an initial node to a goal node that minimizes the
overall cost function fω that represents the DM’s preferences, but the vector of
weights ω is imprecisely known. Since all preference models considered in multi-
criteria analysis are compatible with Pareto dominance, preference-based search
methods in multiobjective optimization are often based on the exploration of the
set of Pareto-optimal solutions. The so-called MOA∗ algorithm [33, 25] is a mul-
tiobjective extension of A∗ [17] that determines the set of Pareto non-dominated
cost vectors attached to solution paths and returns one path for each element.
In the multiobjective case, there possibly exists several optimal paths with dif-
ferent cost vectors to reach a given node. Therefore, the basic graph exploration
procedure consists in iteratively expanding subpaths rather than nodes. In order
to compute the set of possibly optimal solution paths, we need to define new
pruning rules that use sharper conditions than those based on Pareto-dominance
tests. In other words, we need to be able to detect subpaths that cannot lead to
possibly optimal solution given our knowledge about the decision maker’s prefer-
ences. To do so, we introduced a dominance relation between sets of cost vectors
and given a set of cost vectors, we proved that it enables to detect vectors that
cannot be possibly optimal. Then, we proposed a filtering algorithm based on
this dominance relation, enabling us to compute the set of possibly optimal cost
vectors in a polynomial time. Finally, we proposed two pruning rules based on
this filtering algorithm which enable us to discard subpaths that cannot lead to
a possibly optimal solution path and we proved that the corresponding graph
exploration procedure returns exactly the set of possibly optimal solution paths.
Finally, to detect a necessary optimal solution paths, we proposed two incremen-
tal elicitation strategies based on the minimax regret criterion so as to reduce
the uncertainty during the search. This work has been accepted for publication
in the last AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence [2]. The next step was to
extend our approach to work with a non-linear fω function such as a Choquet
integral so as to obtain better fitting capacities to the decision maker’s pref-
erences. However, this extension raises challenging algorithmic questions since
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the use of a Choquet integral complicates the definition of pruning rules by not
satisfying the Bellman principle (i.e. discarding supbaths by comparison with
other subpaths is no longer possible). In order to design an efficient algorithm,
we proposed to work on near optimal cost vectors using an approximate version
of minimax regret. This work has been accepted for publication in the last IJCAI
conference [1].

Multicriteria spanning tree problem. Consider a connected graph G where
each edge is valued by a cost vector corresponding to its evalutation with re-
spect to different criteria. Every criterion is assumed to be additive over the
edges; therefore the cost of any subgraph is the sum of the cost of its constituent
edges. A spanning tree of G is a connected subgraph of G which contains no cycle
while including every node of G. We assume that preferences over cost vectors
are defined using a linear aggregation function fω but the weighting vector ω is
imprecisely known. Here again, given a feasible set of weights, we first consider
the problem of determining all possibly optimal spanning trees. In the single
objective case, the minimum spanning tree problem can be solved in polyno-
mial time using standard greedy algorithms due to Kruskal [22] and Prim [29].
Unfortunately, as soon as the number of criteria is greater than 2, the problem
becomes intractable because the number of Pareto-optimal cost vectors associ-
ated to spanning trees is, in the worst case, exponential in the number nodes.
In the paper “On Possibly Optimal Tradeoffs in Multicriteria Spanning Tree
Problems” that has been accepted for publication in ADT 2015 [3], we proposed
a multiobjective extension of Prim’s algorithm which can compute the exact set
of possibly optimal cost vectors associated to spanning trees; this algorithm is a
greedy search based on a specific decomposition of the feasible set of parameters.
Then, we proposed to interweave incremental elicitation and search to determine
a necessary optimal spanning tree. This algorithm consists in selecting, at each
iteration step, an edge in the cocycle of the current subgraph that is necessarily
(or almost) optimal in the cocycle; if no such edge exists, the procedure asks
questions to the decision maker to reduce the set of feasible weights until such
edge can be detected. We are now studying the case of non-linear utility func-
tions, which seems to be a challenging issue because our multiobjective greedy
search is no longer valid.

Perspectives. As future work, we plan to study combinatorial voting with par-
tial preference profiles. When individual preferences are incomplete, one can
indeed study possible and necessary winners (e.g., [19, 37, 23, 9]). In this setting,
incremental elicitation methods are used to progressively reduce the set of pos-
sible winners until a winner can be determined with some guarantee [18, 24, 8]).
As a next step, we can study the potential of incremental elicitation methods
in combinatorial voting (i.e. the set of alternatives has a combinatorial struc-
ture) with partial preference profiles. We also plan to adapt these approaches
for utility elicitation in the context of decision making under risk, not only for
expected utility models but also for rank-dependent utility model (elicitation of
the probability distortion combined with the elicitation of utilities).
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